Detection of Human Papillomavirus in Bronchoalveolar Lavage Samples in Immunocompetent Children
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Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) has been detected in lungs of adults and has been proposed to play a role in lung carcinogenesis. However, no data are currently available on the incidence of HPV in the lower respiratory tract of children.

Purpose: To determine the prevalence of HPV deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) samples obtained from asymptomatic immunocompetent children.

Methods: A total of 71 children between 2 and 12 years of age were prospectively enrolled. Detection of HPV DNA and HPV typing were performed using polymerase chain reaction-based techniques.

Results: Of the 71 BAL samples, HPV DNA was detected in 6 children. Coinfection with HPV 16, 18, and 31 was detected in 2 children, while 4 children were positive for non-“high-risk” HPV types.

Conclusions: This preliminary case-control study indicates the presence of HPV DNA in BAL samples in children. The possible presence of HPV in the lower respiratory tract of children requires further investigation to elucidate the actual epidemiologic condition, the potential modes of its transmission, and its possible causative relationship in lung carcinogenesis in adulthood.
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Human papillomaviruses (HPVs) are double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) viruses that comprise a family of more than 100 different types of HPVs.1 HPV types are common human pathogens associated with a wide range of cutaneous and mucosal infections in adults as well as in children.2 Different HPV types can cause common warts, anogenital warts, “low-grade,” and “high-grade” squamous intraepithelial cervical lesions as well as cervical cancer. Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis has also been associated with HPV infection in a number of studies.2,3,4 “High-risk” HPV types play a critical role in the development of cervical neoplasia in adulthood and its progression to cervical cancer.1,3,4 Mucosal HPV types 16 and 18 are the most common high-risk types detected in the female anogenital system and in more than 70% of women with cervical cancer.4 The recently introduced vaccination program against HPV is expected to prevent HPV 16- and 18-related cervical cancer in women. Recently, further evidence for the presence of HPV in nongenital cancers was noted by a number of researchers proposing the potential role of HPV in nongenital carcinogenesis.5 Notably, HPV detection rates in lung cancer samples were found to range from 0% to 24.5%.6,7 Additionally, it is considered as the second most common risk factor for lung cancer if the cause-effect link is indeed valid.

Because the question regarding the mode of HPV transmission in humans has yet to be determined, we conducted a prospective study to determine the presence of HPV in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) from asymptomatic immunocompetent children, using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) techniques. At present, the epidemiology of HPV infection in the lungs of children remains unknown; no data on the epidemiology of HPV in BAL or in lung tissues in children are available in the literature.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

BAL samples were obtained after approval from immunocompetent children who underwent bronchoscopy at the “Penteli” Children’s Hospital in Athens, Greece. The indications for bronchoscopy included suspicion of foreign body, chronic wet cough, persistent atelectasis, and recurrent pneumonias. The children’s parents were informed about the survey, and 71 samples were obtained following informed consent between 2009 and 2010. The histologic analysis of the material was performed at the Department of Pathology of the “Sismanoglio” General Hospital in Athens, Greece.

Genomic and viral DNA was extracted from all of the collected samples as previously described8 and stored at −20°C. DNA concentration was calculated using the NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer. Specimens were examined for the presence of amplifiable DNA using a set of primers for the β2-microglobulin gene. A total of 20 ng of genomic DNA was applied to each PCR reaction, and all samples were run in duplicate. The samples were initially examined for the presence of nontype-specific HPV DNA using the general HPV primers, GP5+/6+.9 Appropriate negative and positive controls were included in each PCR reaction to exclude contamination events and to establish the specificity of primer-directed amplification. Reombinant plasmid-carrying HPV type-generic type sequence served as a positive control for GP-HPV genome detection. For the general screening of HPV DNA, HeLa cells transfected with conserved L1 sequences among the HPV strains were used as a positive control.

Downstream processing was performed for the general HPV-positive samples with the high-risk HPV typing Real-TM kit (Sacace Biotechnologies, Commo, Italy) to qualitatively detect and genotype HPV types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, and 59. The primers used targeted the region E7 of the HPV genome. After an initial denaturation at 95°C for 15 minutes, the samples were subjected to 45 cycles of incubation at 95°C for 20 seconds and at 60°C for 60 seconds. Fluorescence was measured at 60°C on the channels FAM, HEX, ROX, and Cy5. β-globin was used as an internal control. Threshold fluorescence was set at 100 for channel CY5, 200 for channel ROX, 50 for channel HEX, and 300 for channel FAM.
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RESULTS

BAL samples from 71 children, 33 girls and 38 boys were studied. The mean age of our study population was 7 years (Standard deviation, ±2.6 years), ranging between 2 and 12 years. In 8 children, the indication for bronchoscopy was the suspicion of a foreign body, in 42 children chronic wet cough, in 4 children persistent atelectasis, and 17 children were investigated because of recurrent pneumonias. HPV DNA was detected in 6 children; 3 girls and 3 boys. Notably, coinfection with high-risk HPV types 16, 18, and 31 was detected in 2 children; 1 boy and 1 girl. Non-high-risk nontyped HPVs were detected in 4 children. Among the HPV-positive samples, in 4 children the indication for bronchoscopy was chronic wet cough, in 1 child persistent atelectasis, and 1 child was investigated because of recurrent pneumonias. In all samples, histologic analysis did not reveal any specific characteristic for HPV infection.

DISCUSSION

This is the first study to report the presence of HPVs in the lower respiratory tract of children. Our findings suggest that lower respiratory mucosa can be a unique reservoir of both high-risk and non-high-risk mucosal HPV infection in childhood. At present, several researchers have demonstrated the presence of HPV DNA in the upper respiratory tract of children by studying oral swabs or washings from healthy asymptomatic children.10–12 HPVs, including high-risk mucosal HPVs 16 and 18, have also been detected in tonsils or adenoid samples from children with normal mucosa, tonsillar hyperplasia, chronic tonsillitis, or adenoid hyperplasia.13,14

The effect of the presence of these oncogenic HPV types in lungs of children has yet to be clarified. Almost 20 years after initial reports15–17 about the association of HPV and lung carcinogenesis, the presence of HPVs in lung carcinoma samples has only been recently highlighted again. In a review by Klein et al.,18 the overall incidence of HPV in lung cancer samples was 24.5%. This observation indicates the potential role of HPV in lung carcinogenesis and denotes HPV as the second most common risk factor for lung cancer, if the cause-effect link is indeed valid. Notably, there is geographic variation in the HPV detection frequency in lung cancer samples, with higher mean incidence rates reported in Asia (35.7%) compared with Europe (17%) and America (15%). This variation can be attributed to the epidemiology of the HPV itself, although information on HPV prevalence worldwide is absent.19

The question regarding the route of HPV transmission to lung tissue has yet to be determined. It is known that HPV normally invades healthy tissue by direct mucosal contact;20 however, it is postulated that it reaches the lung site via blood circulation,19 while the possibility of transmission from the cervix to the oral cavity and then to the larynx and lung is also plausible.21 Once HPV presents to host cells, it is believed to attach to cells expressing heparin sulfates, which act as primary receptors for HPV and it is internalized to interfere with p53 and Rb proteins.20 Importantly, our findings indicate lung tissue to be permissive to multiple HPV infection.

In the upper respiratory tract, the highest detection rates of HPV infection have been observed in oral swabs of newborn babies, varying from 4% to 87%,21–23 HPV infection in oral mucosa of infants appears to be acquired at birth.21 It has been proposed that newborn babies are exposed to the cervical HPV infection of their mothers, and oral HPV infection persists for at least 6 months of age, with a rate of decrease during the first 3 years of life.21 It is still unclear how frequently perinatal infection progresses to clinical lesions, whether genital, laryngeal, or oral. The concordance of HPV types detected in newborn babies and their mothers ranges from 57% to 69%, and it has been proposed that infants may also acquire the HPV infection postnatally.22,23 This hypothesis is supported by various researchers, who found a bimodal age distribution of HPVs, with the highest HPV prevalence in children aged less than 1 year and adolescents and young adults aged 13 to 20 years.10,12 These findings are crucial because they demonstrate that HPV oral infection is acquired at birth as well as gradually in childhood. In the present study, the presence of HPV infection in the lungs of the studied immunocompetent children indicates that HPV infection of the lungs can be acquired before adolescence.

Future research from various ethnic populations and a larger case series are required to investigate the presence as well as the clinical significance of HPV in human lungs during childhood.
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